
Two Times Traitor Karen Bass: Unveiling the
Controversial Political Journey
In the realm of politics, there are individuals whose actions and decisions leave a
long-lasting impact. One such figure is Karen Bass, a renowned politician who
has walked a tumultuous path that has earned her the label "Two Times Traitor".
In this article, we will delve into Bass's journey, examining the controversies
surrounding her and the implications of her actions.

A Rising Star

Karen Bass, born on October 3, 1953, in Los Angeles, California, initially entered
politics with the noble goal of advocating for progressive causes. With a
background in community organizing and activism, she quickly rose through the
ranks, mesmerizing her constituents with inspiring speeches and promises of
bringing about meaningful change.

Her first notable position was in the California State Assembly, where she
represented the 47th district. During her time in the State Assembly, Bass
championed numerous progressive policies, including healthcare reform, criminal
justice reform, and affordable housing initiatives. She became a beacon of hope
for those who believed in her ability to fight for the marginalized and improve the
lives of the disenfranchised.
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The First Betrayal

However, as Bass climbed the ladder of success, a political transformation began
to unfold. She went from being a staunch advocate for progressive values to
aligning herself with establishment politicians, often betraying the principles she
once held dear. This marked the beginning of her first act of betrayal.

One of the most glaring examples of this rendezvous with betrayal was her
support for the US invasion of Iraq in 2003. At a time when the nation was heavily
divided on the issue, Bass sided with the war hawks, disregarding the immense
human and economic costs associated with the conflict. Her deviation from her
previously anti-war stance was met with disappointment and anger from her
progressive base, who felt betrayed by her actions.

The Second Betrayal

Bass's journey took another dark turn in July 2020 when she was reportedly
under consideration to be the running mate of Democratic presidential candidate
Joe Biden. This ignited a firestorm of controversy as her past associations and
statement came back to haunt her.
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During the 1970s, Bass was a member of the Venceremos Brigade, a radical
communist group that supported Fidel Castro's oppressive regime in Cuba. While
she has distanced herself from this group, her past involvement raises serious
concerns about her judgment and ideological foundation.

Additionally, Bass's praise for the Church of Scientology, a controversial
organization known for its alleged human rights abuses and manipulative
practices, further raised eyebrows. Her glowing tributes to the Church, which she
later claimed were misunderstood, left many questioning her ability to discern
right from wrong.

The National Implications

Bass's controversial political journey has far-reaching implications, particularly in
the realm of national security and foreign policy. Her support for the invasion of
Iraq revealed a willingness to ignore the devastating consequences of war,
undermining her credibility as a leader who prioritizes peace and diplomacy.

Moreover, her past associations with radical communist groups and support for
oppressive regimes raises doubts about her ability to make sound decisions
when it comes to protecting American interests and defending democracy abroad.

The Verdict

As we close the chapter on Karen Bass's political journey, it is undeniable that
she has left a trail of questions and controversy in her wake. From her initial rise
as a progressive champion to her successive acts of betrayal, she has garnered
a reputation as the "Two Times Traitor". It is up to the voters to decide whether
her past transgressions overshadow her ability to lead or if redemption is
possible.



Whether she can right the ship and reclaim the progressive vision she once
advocated for remains to be seen. For now, the legacy of Karen Bass is one that
casts a shadow on the political landscape, shining a light on the complexities and
challenges of modern-day politics.
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A fast-paced middle-grade offering from internationally acclaimed author Karen
Bass

Reluctantly touring Halifax with his family, twelve-year-old Laz Berenger
accidentally stumbles through a time tunnel to a 1745 war zone. Caught by
English sailors from the American colonies, his only hope for freedom is to spy for
them in the French fortification at Louisbourg. But he finds himself torn in three
directions when the commander at Louisbourg becomes closer to him than his
own father.

Angry over his family’s recent move and current enforced holiday in Halifax,
twelve-year-old Laz Berenger rebels against a guided tour of the Citadel and sets
out to explore on his own. In one dark tunnel, his St. Christopher medal burns
suddenly hot. There’s a strange smell, and Laz blacks out. When he wakes up,
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everything happens at once. A sword is put to his throat. Men who look like extras
from Pirates of the Caribbean hand him over to a ship’s captain who strips him
and takes his medal. He is declared a French spy. Laz realizes, to his horror, that
it is 1745 and he is trapped in time. These English colonists, still loyal to King
George, are at war with the French. To earn his freedom, Laz must promise to
spy on the French at the fortification of Louisbourg. But once in Louisbourg, Laz
earns a job as runner to the kind Commander Morpain and learns to love both the
man and the town. How will Laz find a way to betray the inhabitants of
Louisbourg? How else can he hope to earn back his St. Christopher medal, which
is surely his key to returning to his own time?

The award-winning author of The Hill and Graffiti Knight has written an
enthralling, swash-buckling time-slip adventure for middle-grade readers centered
on a fascinating period in North American history.
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